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INTRODUCTION

Okay, we have to admit to the distinct possibility that, just
possibly, we weren't actually the first people, ever, to discover the
wonders of the solent. There is however, a rare sense of discovery
visiting a destination for the very first time in one's experience.
Certainly, we seemed to reach places relatively undisturbed by deeper
draft yachts or even dinghies.

We were also amazed at the variation and beauty available in the
solent if you avoid the busier stretches, particularly between Cowes,
Yarmouth and Lymington, although, as we hope you will see, these too
have something to offer.

This log records three weekend cruises, sleeping afloat, or dried out,
in a boat tent - an advance on our day sailing experiences in Western
Scotland last year. We also tried to use the knowledge and skills we
gained over the winter, completing our Coastal Yachtmaster
(shorebased) Course at college which we would certainly recommend.
So, we made use of the tides as much as possible by planning our
passage with tides mainly in our favour.

We had also learned on a practical Dayskipper course that Chichester
and Langstone harbours are not for the faint hearted with strong winds
against tide. (I helmed in a force 7 onshore wind, sailing with the
outgoing tide from Chichester in a 33' Sigma, close hauled with full
main - I would not want to repeat the experience in a Wayfayrer so be
warned!!)

There is also a local harbour rule that boats fitted with a motor must
use them when entering Portsmouth Harbour (which must always be by the
West side). We are not certain whether this applies to a Wayfayrer
so it's worth checking if planning a visit. The harbour is
fascinating with good facilities.

We had not visited the Solent before and had been somewhat daunted by
tales of strong tides and choppy seas in the middle. The tides are
quite strong but it was possible to make progress against them,
especially nearer the northern shore, except in very light winds.
(An outboard motor is recommended in case the wind dies and you have
to take action to avoid the occasional destroyer or car ferry).

The Isle of Wight shore is more interesting and there is a very nice
lunch anchorage, sheltered from Southwesterlys, just east of Yarmouth,
overlooked by the majestic ruins of a castle. The bank here is
privately owned so beaching is not possible.

So, if you are thinking of cruising in the Solent, we hope you will
find our log helpful and encouraging. If you've been there and done
it, we hope it may refresh happy memories.

Happy Sailing

Lesley and Colin



TOM'S FIRST CRUISE - LYMINGTON TO BEAULIEU 2ND TO 4TH JUNE 1995
Wet and Windy (and that was just Tom!) our first trip to the Solent
and with our brand new Wayfayrer Quicksilver and 10 month old pup Tom
along with our experienced crew, of course, Barnaby.

We left home at 7pm on Friday evening and were in Lymington two hours
later to launch the boat at Bath Road slip as dusk fell.

With no-one around to pay (!) we paddled Quicksilver round to some
small boat moorings round to the right of the slip, set up the tent
and settled in for the night about llpm. We did not sleep well.
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This spot is like camping next to the Ml! Yachts were motoring in
until the early hours, when they started motoring out! The Isle of
Wight Ferry passes within 20' and Fishing Trips depart regularly from
about 4am. "Let's wake them up". 5am Saturday morning!!!

On the basis that things always seem better on a cooked breakfast, we
got up about 6.30 am to discover that we had forgotten the bread and
flora! Peeping out of the boat tent we discovered the morning was
grey and overcast with fine drizzle. "It looked better in the dark"
I said. We contemplated staying in bed all day, or even going home,
but nothing ventured etc so we steeled ourselves and set to.



We set sail about 9am, Colin ielming, reaching out of Lymington
harbour and turning onto a run, -olling with the waves, West towards
Beaulieu. The drizzle was inter-ipted only by spells of heavier rain,
the Isle of Wight visible only aE a darker grey against the horizon.

The wind picked up to Force 4 or as we approached Beaulieu and came
around to close hauled as we turn d into the river, the Entrance shown
here marked by a boat house and -eaulieu River Entrance Beacon.



only two hours after low water, the channel is quite narrow and twicewe hit bottom before we realised even a Wayfayrer needed to stayinside the channel markers.

Inside the Entrance the channel turns west to run parallel with thecoast, before bearing north.
At the first bend of the river we turned onto a reach, passing mooredboats and the Royal Southampton Yacht Club. We continued up riverpassing Bucklers Hard, reaching and close hauled alternately.
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Just upriver from Bucklers Hard, we landed on a small jetty and Colin
walked up the bank with the dogs while I sailed on a couple of miles
single handed. Although the wind had dropped inside the protection
of the trees, it was hard work tacking in and out of moored yachts as
the river narrowed. I usually passed just one boat before tacking
again, lunging forward to release and reset the jib each time, but I
felt quite pleased with my progress.

I picked the others up and we continued up into Beaulieu.
We had a glimpse of some grand old buildings before a pair of swans
and their cygnets put us off the idea of beaching. In any case there
didn't seem to be anywhere to land and the river was getting very
shallow. We had hoped to have a pub lunch in Beaulieu but, instead,
turned back to Bucklers Hard, landing for a "Honeyed Lamb and Rosemary
Casserole" in the hotel saloon bar. Colin eyes the "Bar Open" sign.



We met a friendly lady who admired Barnaby and Tommy and introduced
us to her pair of Brittany Bassetts, two of just 176 in the country!
They looked a bit like a cross between a wire haired spaniel (if there
was one) and a dachshund!

She kindly offered us use of her family's private mooring up river.
We gave our thanks but wanted to be nearer the entrance f or the
morning's start.

Afterwards, we took our two dogs for a walk in the woods before
setting of f to find a spot for the night.

We sailed down river towards the Royal Southampton Yacht Club.
Suddenly, as we cleared the trees on the right, the wind picked up
dramatically. We decided to turn back and anchor in more sheltered
water up river.

We were lucky and managed to pick up a mooring between Bucklers Hard
and the Yacht Club. Gradually the moorings filled with visiting
yachts.

I~~~~~~~~~~

Sitting on the foredeck with a cup of white wine thinly disguised as
a coffee, I watched as each approached expecting to be "moved on" by
the owner.

In the evening, Colin tried out the inflatable dingy ",tender" with 
great delight, paddling around Quicksilver, the plastic paddles
bending under the strain. (I couldn't believe he'd actually packed
them, we already had an outboard, two oars and a paddle!).



About 9pm we paddled ashore in the "tender" to walk the dogs on the
bank. They quickly disappeared to chase rabbits onto the lawn of a
massive house with a big sign saying "No entry - wildlife sanctuary"!'
We called them back and sheepishly made our way back to Quicksilver
hoping we hadn't been spotted.

Half way back the excitement became too much for Tommy. Standing onr
the rim of the dinghy straining forward, he suddenly launched himself
off in a spectacular leap. He swims quite well.

Within seconds, he had hauled himself out onto the bank of mud and was
delightedly prancing about. Eventually we got him back in the tender
and, soaking wet and shivering, back into Quicksilver. We had a much
better nights sleep and woke about 6.30am this time to the sound of
waterfowl.



I cooked breakfast while Colin walked the dogs and started packing the
tent away. The harbour master motored down and called at each of the
yachts collecting dues for the moorings. He went on down river
without calling on us. We avoided the inclination to call him back
and insist on paying "A Wayfayrer counts too you know". "Just as well
he went" said Colin "They charge by the foot and we've got twelve
between us" (urrghh!)

We sailed off at 9am, reaching and running out of the Beaulieu, gybing
at the entrance before coming round to a close reach and heading
across the solent towards Newtown Creek. Looking back we smugly
observed heavy rain fading away having "missed" us.

Heading towards Newtown Creek, clouds gathering on the Mainland,
cumulonimbus indicating the passage of a cold front with its
associated squalls!! 



The tide was strong Eastwards and we made slow progress. The wind was
fickle, becalmed one minute, force three the next.

We beat Westwards for a couple of hours, dodging the thunderclouds as
the cold front passed. The wind picked up to a good force 5. We had
the jib and one reef in the main yet, fully loaded for cruising, we
were almost planing! The wind had veered North Westerly so we were
reaching up the north coast of the Isle of Wight. The gusts increased
and the waves had white foam which was sprayed in our faces as the
waves broke over the bow, surging through them.

Barnaby tucked himself under the deck, dripping and dispirited. Tommy
curled up under Colin's legs at the stern, but we were exhilarated!
It was fantastic!

Looking ahead to Lymington we saw the Thunderstorm approaching. The
black clouds a contrast against the sunshine around us. Inexorably,
Lymington and Yarmouth disappeared into the gloom.

We could see rain sheeting down and lightening forks flashing as the
storm progressed south. We made a "seamanlike decision" and tacked
to head to the north side of the solent, losing way towards Lymington,
but also escaping the storm.

Quickly glancing round we could see other yachts had all reached the
same conclusion. The path of the storm was clearing of boats as they
raced East, to disappear into the rain or West, scurrying along with
us.

When the blackest part of the storm had reached mid solent we tacked
again and beat West along the mainland as the storm receded over the
Isle of Wight. We had definitely made the right decision.

The clouds broke overhead and the wind died as we finished the sail
in sunshine. As we approached the marker at the entrance to
Lymington, close hauled on Starboard tack, we found ourselves in a
yacht race and hove-to so as not to interfere. Not one of the crews
acknowledged our courtesy. "Typical racers" said Colin.

Lymington Harbour Entrance.



We had to beat into Lymington, dodging channel markers and moored
boats just as two yachts were motoring out and the Isle of Wight Ferry
was coming in (!), all wanting the same stretch of water. Colin
nimbly dodged into the moorings and we made microscopically short
tacks between the boats to hove to alongside the pontoon about 2.30pm.

Colin went off to pump up the trolley tyre. To stop him following
Colin I tied Tommy up to a mooring cleat. Tommy's average behaviour
in such situations is to squeal and dance about on his hind legs
whilst Barnaby looks away in disgust. Today was no exception.

It was quite a loud splash for a small dog. Fortunately, the lead was
just long enough to reach the water, otherwise he would have hanged
himself.

We recovered both dog and boat and were away about 4pm. After S hours
beating we were tired but both felt we had enjoyed the weekend and
recovered our confidence of last season. Our newly developed
navigation skills had enabled us to plan a cruise, taking into account
weather and tides and to execute it without major mishap. The season
had started!!
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MISSISSIPPI MUD PIE! OVERNIGHT IN NEW TOWN CREEK SATURDAY 22ND AND
SUNDAY 23RD JULY WITH HYPPOLITA

Summertime and the living is easy, fish are jumping and the weather
is a high. sunshine, fair winds and good company on a cruise from
Calshot to New Town Creek on those rarest of days when high water
falls in the evening on Saturday. A visit to Yarmouth thrown in for
good measure.

The man at the pay kiosk promised to tell "our friends in the black
BMW" that we were down at the slip. At £7.00 to launch and recover
for the weekend including parking and toilets it wasn't bad value.
Minutes later, about 9am, Tim and Dawn Bushel arrived with Hyppolyta.
The sun was already hot, relieved by a steady breeze, and the concrete
was beginning to reflect warmth.

Another couple in a Wayfayrer were just recovering their boat having
spent a week exploring the solent. They were very friendly (of
course!) and we were sorry we didn't catch their names.

We had promised ourselves a relaxing weekend and so, about 10.30 am,
we were finally ready to launch. We had a lee shore, but a helpful
line running from the slip to a buoy enabled us to haul ourselves out
a few yards before sailing off.

The Radar Tower and Warehouses marking Calshot Slip round to the
right.



Tim and Dawn took Barnaby who, after a few minutes, seemed perfectly

happy in a strange boat.

"Why is he over there?" Barnaby gets a reassuring cuddle from Dawn.

It was a wonderful sail to Yarmouth. We hugged the mainland coast

crossing the Solent just before Lymington in an uncrowded stretch of

water.

Looking around there were sails everywhere! The wind was fairly gusty

and, as we left Calshot, backed so that we were generally on a close

reach.



I noticed Dawn had put on her wet gear despite the sun and considered
putting mine on over my shorts. A few seconds later it was too late!
With wind against tide the wavelets were building and were soon
splashing over the foredeck.

In a few minutes I was soaked but, with the wind chill and shaded by
the sails, each fresh soaking felt warm! After a while I took the
helm and basked in warm sunshine, while Colin took the splashes. It
was glorious!

We made excellent progress and in a couple of hours were approaching
Yarmouth, our "lunch stop". We decided not to enter the harbour, its
narrow entrance busy with traffic and the Isle of Wight Ferry which
now haunts my dreams(!). Instead, we beached just East of the pier.

We experienced a tricky moment on our approach when we realised that
a number of small boats were not actually moored afterall, but strung
along an overhead wire which was definitely not higher than a
Wayfayrer mast! A quick manoeuvre later and we had landed on a little
wooden slip on a shingle beach.

The overhead wire on the end of the jetty -just visible in the photo.

There was a sign "Private, Yacht Club" but the beach itself seemed
public. Just in case, Col -n stayed with the boats while Dawn and I
explored Yarmouth and walked the two dogs. We spent a relaxing couple
of hours enjoying lunch and sunbathing as the tide turned in our
favour for Newtown Creek and crept up the slip way.

The wind had veered round so that once again we had a lee shore! A 
handy little shingle bar enabled us to walk the boats out into deeper
water without getting wet ourselves.

A quick beat between pier and overhead lines and we turned onto a
reach along the Isle of Wight coast and then onto a virtual run.



Colin and I even managed to get our spinnaker up but, with rollingwaves and a risk of an accidental gybe, decided to take it down.There was a tricky moment when I thought Colin had hold of it andreleased the halliard! Thoughts sprang to mind of somebody'sdefinition of a spinnaker which I had read somewhere:
"A large kite like structure frequently trailed underneath the boatto slow it down in difficult conditions"'! Fortunately I hauled itup in time to stop the whole thing disappearing!

we made fast progress and arrived at Newtown Creek too early to getall the way up. We beached to the right of the entrance.We watched the world pass by with a bottle of white wine which,miraculously, had stayed fairly cool and a couple of beers.



About 6.00pm we set off again, into the Creek.

The markers (when in line) indicating safe passage for boats requiring
the deeper channel at the entrance to Newtown Creek. The water was
clear and blue.

The anchorage, just inside the entrance was uncrowded. Gradually the
golden sand gave way to mud, deep banks were still visible on each
side with several yachts aground.
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The wind dropped to a whisper and we gently floated up river. It was

like a scene from Tom Sawyer, fish jumping for insects, rotting old

boats stuck in the mud.

We drifted lazily forward, at one point so close together that Tommy

jumped ship and joined Barnaby in Hyppolita. The creek meandered and
narrowed. Suddenly there was a shout and a splash from Hyppolita.'
Tommy had jumped for the bank. Unfortunately it was the "wrong" one!

Co_n and I shouted "come" until eventually he splashed and struggled

through half water half mud and hauled himself into Quicksilver like
the creature from the black lagoon, plastering everything in black
sludge. We were aground. Hyppolita crept passed us, coming to a halt
a few yards on at a stony "Beach". Colin somehow managed to push us
of f and a few minutes later we joined them.



We soon had our anchor out into the deepest part of the creek 
and a

stern line to a convenient tree on the bank. Flights of kamikaze

geese swooped in as we put up the tents, 
and gathered in a flock at

the end of the creek. The tide was still coming 
in, at least an hour

behind Portsmouth.

About 7.45pm we set off for 
the pub across the fields 

and were soon

enjoying delights like Crab 
Mornay, Garlic Mushrooms and 

steak washed

down with generous helpings 
of Scrumpy Jack cider. The walk back, now

in the dark, was "interesting", 
re-negotiating hedges, ditches 

and the

odd barbed wire fence which 
took on a whole new menace!

Suddenly Colin spotted a tiny 
fluorescent green light in 

the grass.

Closer inspection revealed a Glow Worm! It looked like a cross

between a wasp and a caterpillar, 
striped black and yellow with 

the

incredibly bright "glow" coming from the base of its tail. I had

never seen one before. A few yards further on we found 
another, but

that was all.

After fresh air and cider we all slept well waking to a wonderful

still morning about 7.30am.



High water was still an hour or so away so we had plenty of time topack up the tents over coffee. We had agreed to breakfast near theentrance to the Creek in deeper water, so about 8.45pm Tim towed us,gently chugging, down river.

We anchored Quicksilver in deep blue water just outside the channeland Hyppolita came alongside. Colin and Tim were discussing themerits of Trangiers versus my gas cooker while bacon sizzled.



Breakfast complete, Tim and Dawn set off first, we pulled them round
Quicksilver and pushed their bow out away from the wind. Then it was
our turn.

A number of things contributed to the mishap. Firstly, the water was
obviously deeper than we had thought. We hadn't let out enough line.
The anchor had dragged slowly and we were now much closer to the nice
yacht than when we had set it down. In addition, the anchor was
obviously off the bottom before Colin realised, so we began drifting.
We had not yet unfurled the genoa, so couldn't back it to turn away
from the wind to power up the main.

Surprisingly, the man on the yacht was very pleasant as he fended us
off! (We were actually going very slowly, but with no power to
steer). I apologised profusely, but far worse for me was the little
image of Liz Feibusch sitting on my shoulder tutting and shaking her
head. I felt thoroughly ashamed as we beat out of the entrance and
began to head out to Hyppolita. We sailed along the coast towards
Cowes, the horizon gradually filling with sails.

We crossed the solent just before Cowes, headed towards Beaulieu and
anchored for lunch off Lepe beach, just West of Calshot, East of
Beaulieu River, wading ashore.

"No, Tom, I said "Lepe" not "Leap"!

After yet more sun bathing and ice creams we decided to head for
Calshot and set off about 3pm on a broad reach.

Colin was helming. It was near low water. Suddenly I realised that
the windsurfer two hundred yards ahead was standing ankle deep in the
water! There was a sand bank reaching out into the Solent. We gybed
to head out for deeper water. The main sheet caught the pole of our
little red ensign and ripped the fixing out of the rudder. We watched
it recede into the distance. There was nothing we could do.

We arrived at Calshot to discover a regatta, boats everywhere, all
sizes. A large catamaran overtook us, fast, without warning, on our
port side, just as we were about to turn to port to the slip!



We sailed past the melee and walked the boats back up the beach to the
busy slip using our car to haul them out quickly.

We were packed and said our "cheerios" by 4.l5pm, a quick hug for the
dogs from Dawn and we hit the road before the traffic had built up.
It had been a truly memorable weekend.
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COWES OR BUST! VIA LANGSTONE AND CHICHESTER HARBOURS 5TH AND 6TH
AUGUST.

A CIRCUMNAVIGATION OF HAYLING ISLAND, INCLUDING A BRIDGE SHOOTING (!),
BEACH BONFIRE IN CHICHESTER HARBOUR AND A DOLPHIN SIGHTING,
CULMINATING IN SUNDAY LUNCH AT THE INFAMOUS FOLLY INN ON THE MEDINA.

After our experiences in Lymington we reckoned it was much easier to
load the car and boat Friday night, sleep in our own bed and set off
early Saturday morning. By 9am we found ourselves once more at
Calshot slip, having stopped for some last minute provisions in the
village store. This time, we had exchanged our usual crew for my
father.

In 45 minutes we had launched the wind however was not Northeasterly,
more Southeasterly and we set off smoothly to beat against a steady
force three with full main and genoa. At first we didn't seem to make
much process after leaving Southampton water but gradually tide turned
in our favour. It seemed to take an age before we made a tack
clearing Gilkicker Point and into Portsmouth waters.

Hovercraft leaving Portsmouth, Gilkicker Point to the left.

"Im hungry" I said. It was only about 11am but eventually I
persuaded the others to pass me some sandwiches which I ate underway.
Colin took the helm so I could eat properly and soon we were able to
make out two of the forts in the distance. Looking back the Solent was
a hive of activity with sails everywhere, it was, afterall, the end
of Cowes week. Thankfully, looking East we saw more open water.



Portsmouth is a very busy port. At the far right of the photograph
(just visible to the right of the yacht) is the Church Spire and Tower
Block. When these are in line, watch out! You're directly on the
transit line for the Ferry!!

Spit Sand Fort.

We passed just south of Spit Sand Fort and looked ahead for the
opening though the underwater barrier which runs from Portsmouth to
Horse Sand Fort. The "gap" is marked by a post on the landward side
and platform on the seaward side.



Colin recounted to Dad the story of yacht which had two attempts at
crossing in the wrong spot.

`It was the wife on the helm" He said "She came round for another go".
"No it wasn't" I corrected him, the husband came up from being asleep
below and mistook which fort they were at. He went for the second
attempt!" Or so the story went as told to us. "Balls" said Colin.
"Pardon?". "The entrance to Langstone harbour, it's marked by two
balls" and a few minutes later, there they were!

we turned into Langstone as Colin said, hopefully, "There's a pub on
the right"!



We cruised into the entrance, speed boats and water bikes everywhere,
people picnicking and playing ball on the sandbar, small boats nearby.We carried on gently, watching for buoys to follow the channel roundthe back of Hayling island.

The bridge came into view, overhead power lines high above our mastat low water. We had to lower the mast to shoot the bridge and made
our preparations.

Carefully, I cleared thet
halliard bag from the mas
foot, ensured the kicker was
off, gib halliard and furling
lines loose.

Everything was ready. Dad
squatted behind me ready to
take the mast and hold it off
the tiller, 

1w
The bridge c_rept nearer and
nearer, timing is everything,
too soon and we de-power the 
main losing steerage, too late 7and obvious disaster! 

At what I felt was the
appropriate moment i began to
pull on the mast. It wouldn't
budge. The bridge was -ver
the bow. I culled harder and
bthe mnast c~ame back to1 an
angle of about 30 degrees, not
aenugh to cl1ear the bridge!

hIt needs to fcome loawer|
foon stated the kbvious.

braced hasllKi, ;ave an
takithe matug and soudden, ito

nlave.



The memory of the look on Dad's face makes me laugh aloud still, as
he suddenly found himself beneath mast and a mass of mainsail.

We were, at least, under the bridge and soon we had rescued Dad and
had the mast back in place.

The channel round the back of H{ayling Island was very shallow, being
dry at low water springs. Fortunately the winds were light and we
were reaching so didn't need full centreboard.

Once passed Northney Marina, with its dredged approach the depth
improved. As the channel curved south into Chichester it grew wider
and deeper and we once again began to tack upwind.

The water became busier with dinghies and yachts as we progressed
south.

At the South Cardinal Buoy we turned East into Chichester Channel, the
area we had planned to spend the night looked packed with moored
boats. We looked for an alternative on the East Bank, the wind now
due Easterly.

We spotted a likely looking spot, near Weir Point, a small beach with
some trees and marked it for later, carrying on up Bosham Lake
channel.

Bosham is a pretty little harbour town but the surrounding banks
looked very muddy and unsuitable for camping so we turned back and
headed for our beach arriving about 5.OOpm.



It was mainly pebbles but we managed to find the only small stretch
of sandy bottom and put out our anchor, tying a stern line to posts
on a small breakwater. We put up the tent and prepared dinner on the
beach. "Did anyone pick up the tent pegs?" asked Colin. We had left
the pegs to the little tent back in the car. "I'll sleep out here"
said Dad "I'll be allright". He dubiously eyed the insects buzzing
around the seaweed line.

We would hear nothing of it.
Three in the boat it would be,
Colin on the floorboards in
the dogs usual spot!

(Well he put the tent pegs in
that nondescript bag!).

The sun began to set and the
water miraculously cleared of
boats in about half an hour,
a few yachts chugging up
channel under motor.

We lit the fire and watched
the stars come out as the
tide began to fall and
Quicksilver grounded.

Then it was off to bed.
Dad and Colin were sleeping
on the same side of the boat.

(The same side as the outboard,
and the water containers.)

Cohin was on the floor, Dad and
on the seats with additional

olanks for a bed. I spent the
first halt of the night cli.-ging
to the gunwale -t stop myself
falling out of _ed!

Sunset over Chichester Harbour.



Eventually the tide came in and Quicksilver came a little more
upright. I managed to get some sleep. The embers of the fire
flickering into the early hours.

In the morning I cooked breakfast on the beach while Colin packed away
the tent and Dad "washed up"!



Soon we were reaching away from the beach with a good force 4Northeasterly, overtaking some of the motoring yachts! We turned ontoa run and managed to leave the harbour without having to gybe.

It was very different to our last visit on our Dayskipper course with
spring tides and strong onshore winds creating 8 foot waves!
Definitely not an experience to repeat intentionally in a Wayfayrer!

We turned onto a reach once more and made good progress passinglangstone and heading for Portsmouth and the gap in the "wall".Suddenly, I saw something thin and vertical cutting through the wavesabout twenty yards to port. "I just saw a f in in the water" said Dad,just as I was registering what it meant. The dolphin arched fully outof the water, sideways to us, heading back out to the Channel. Dad
missed it.

We scanned the water behind us with great concentration and it cameup again. This time we all saw it. I was so excited. "Don't forgetto steer" said Colin. I guiltily corrected my course but couldn'tkeep looking ahead, In all the dolphin came above water four or fivetimes and then disappeared without trace,

Suddenly, we had reached "the gap" and held our course for Cowes. Wehad no choice since the wind had backed and was now Northwesterlycoming straight from Calshot. We had to tack anyway and a close reachtook us straight to Cowes.

As we approached we saw hundreds of temporary small boat moorings, theremnants of the last week. Thankfully, almost everyone was nowheading for home. The wind had been dropping steadily all morni-ng anddied as we entered the Medina, We had decided that we would have toput the outboard on anyway to leave the busy river against theafternoon tide and wind, but figu-red a cooked lunch and two and a halfpints at the Folly Inn made it worth it.

We motored the last quarte.r mi-le to the pub and tied up to thefloating pontoon. Our timing was perfect since just after we orderedhordes of "yachties" ar-rived and we wouldn't have got a table.

After lunch we gently motored down river and put the sails up undermotor just outside Cowes. There was virtually no wind at all. W4eraised cur spDinnaker which generally held its shape in the liJght~ indsand headed fo~r L-epe, the tide would take us East anyway.



It was slow progress but we would have made it except for the large
Frigate which approached just as we were crossing the main entrance
channel. A few weeks earlier, a yacht had collided with an aircraft
carrier going into Portsmouth. So, the outboard was back on and the
Genoa furled and we motored about a quarter of a mile back to the
slip.

Without the wind the sun was hot, the concrete adding its radiated
heat. Within half an hour we were packed away and heading for ice
creams in Calshot before heading home about 4.3Opm.


